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e’ve all seen the videos.
Each one is more or less
the same; a white person
— disgruntled, indignant, petulant —
berates someone for speaking Spanish in
public. The assailants come in all forms,
spanning the spectrum of age, gender,
and class. But they will almost always
be white.
The clips can be hard to watch. In
one, a New York City lawyer in a crisp
white button-up verbally assaults two
women in a restaurant, threatening to
call ICE and implying he pays for their
welfare. In another, an old woman at an
IHOP yells at a tearful mother and her son
that “We speak English in America!” Yet
another shows a man at an airport calling
a young man a “fucking piece of shit” for
speaking to his mother on the phone (or,
more specifically, for “talking that stupid
Spanish round here when everybody else
is fucking English-speaking American”).
Encounters like these take place
in America every day; these are just
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the select few that have been filmed
and shared widely across the internet.
Even my roommate, whose mother
is from El Salvador, shared his own
harrowing story with me. His mother,
a native Spanish speaker and employee
at Disneyland, was conversing with a
coworker in Spanish about a customer
service issue when an attendee began to
harass her, telling her, “Fuck you. You’re
in America, and if you’re gonna work in
a public place, you should be speaking
English.”
What does it mean, then, to speak
Spanish in America right now? From a
layman’s perspective (mine), Spanish
appears to be sociopolitically freighted
in a way most other languages are not.
A 2018 article in the Los Angeles Times
called these viral encounters proof that
“Spanish is still polarizing in the U.S.”
That word — polarizing — strikes me
in particular. How can a language —
nothing more than a particular collection
of phonological and morphosyntactic
and lexical rules — wield such emotional
power? Why does Spanish in particular
elicit such violent and abusive reactions

from non-speakers? And what does it
mean for me, a white person — white like
the white aggressors in the videos, like
the white colonizers that first violently
imposed the language on indigenous
peoples — to learn and speak Spanish?
Dr. Jhonni Carr, a lecturer of
Spanish Linguistics here at UC Berkeley,
had many of the answers I was looking
for. Carr currently teaches three courses
in the Spanish Department at Berkeley,
including Spanish 165: Spanish in
the U.S. and in Contact with Other
Languages. But her familiarity with
Spanish’s unique and often troubling
role in American society goes far beyond
her extensive academic training and
research. Carr grew up in San Diego,
only a couple dozen miles from the
Mexican border. The school she attended
was majority Latinx — probably around
98%, she recalls — and she learned
Spanish for “communicative purposes.”
She had lots of motivation to learn: she
wanted to better understand her friends,
and she frequently travelled back and
forth across the border. Despite not
being a native speaker, she went on to

complete a PhD in Hispanic Linguistics
from UCLA in 2017. Much of her current
research involves power dynamics
between English and Spanish in the
linguistic landscape of my hometown of
Los Angeles.
Within moments of meeting,
Carr’s genuine passion and depth of
knowledge are immediately apparent.
She speaks with conviction and breaks
down complex ideas with the deftness
of a veteran professor. Immediately, she
illuminates a crucial theory that gets at
the heart of my concerns.
Spanish is undoubtedly burdened
with a unique social animus. But why?
Carr cites the work of scholar Ana Celia
Zentella of UC San Diego to answer
that question. That answer, she says, is
racial. In her research, Zentella came to
a startling yet familiar conclusion: “Race
has been remapped from biology onto
language.”
It feels so obvious, but it’s

something like a revelation for me as
Carr and I talk in her office. Carr adds,
“Racism is no longer socially accepted
in mainstream practice, so people are
no longer saying ‘I don’t like people
from this particular race’ or using racial
slurs as much. Instead, people find other
strategies to express themselves — that’s
why we feel like the attacks on language
have gone up.” This explains why that
lawyer made the leap from hearing two
women speaking Spanish to threatening
to have them deported; his animosity was
not linguistic, but purely racial.
So when the Los Angeles Times
calls the Spanish language polarizing, is
it really the Spanish language that they’re
talking about? Carr says it best: “It’s not
Spanish. It’s not the language. It’s about
the groups of speakers. It’s about the
association of language with race, with
socioeconomic status, and a lot of times
with cultural values.”
This racial explanation also

supports Spanish’s general lack of what
Carr refers to as something known as
“linguistic prestige.” “In general,” Carr
explains, “Spanish just does not have that
linguistic prestige that languages like
French or Italian or even Japanese have
in our society. There are very negative
language attitudes and stereotypes
associated with Spanish.”
This concept of linguistic prestige
— determined by our perceptions of
the groups who speak a language —
helps explain phenomena I have always
encountered but never had the language
to make sense of. There have been many
days, as I’ve wandered through the
mall or down a street of shops, that I’ve
been struck by the apparel, accessories,
and decor that boast French and Italian
and, yes, Japanese: a canvas tote with a
printed BIEN FAIT, a home decor sign
that reads VIVA L’AMORE, a Forever
21 t-shirt embroidered with 気にしない
and a translated I DON’T CARE below.
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Even my own experiences in language classes realize that it is about the people, it’s not about the
have been shaped by linguistic prestige. In high school, language.”
students were mandated to take two years of either
So why do attacks on Spanish feel particularly
Spanish or French, constructing a dichotomy between prevalent when other languages, such as Farsi or Arabic,
the two languages. With this either/or choice, the two are spoken by similarly oppressed ethnic groups?
felt pitted against each other, and I first began to take Carr says it has everything to do with demographics.
notice of racialized and socioeconomic power imbalance “Traditionally, when two populations come into contact,
between Spanish and French. Most students who took a lot of times there are rifts that develop between the
French tended to be white and more affluent, and they majority population and the largest minority population,
often expressed a strong interest in the language. Those and that’s what’s happening right now.”
in Spanish classes came from all backgrounds, and
Spanish speakers are by far the largest linguistic
most often had little to no enthusiasm for learning the minority in the United States. According to the U.S.
language.
Census Bureau’s 2016 American Community Survey,
Around the time that I began taking my first high there are 40.5 million speakers of Spanish in the U.S.,
school Spanish classes, the 2013 science fiction movie making it the second most spoken language by far.
Elysium was released, which I saw in theaters. The film Chinese (including Mandarin and Cantonese) is the
portrays a dystopian future where the poor and sick distant third most commonly spoken language in America,
live on a ravaged Earth, while the rich and powerful with 3.4 million speakers. So it makes sense that, due
have fled to a satellite habitat called Elysium. On Earth, to sheer numbers, there are more (negative) interactions
they speak Spanish; on Elysium, French. The movie, with Spanish speakers taking place. “If you think about
I should add, is awful.
the demographics,” Carr
But the dichotomy once
concurs, “we just have
again presented between
more Spanish speakers,
the two languages caught
and on top of that, it’s
my interest. Behind the
not just about numbers,
It’s not Spanish. It’s not
delineation, I see now, is
but about the fact that
the language. It’s about the
the social construction
we’re more in contact
of linguistic prestige;
with people who speak
groups of speakers.
behind linguistic prestige
Spanish.”
is simply racial attitudes.
I can’t help but
“If you think about
consider my own role
the countries associated
in supporting Spanish
with
each
language,
speakers and honoring the
there’s definitely a racial factor,” Carr chimes in. “In Spanish language. As a Spanish learner who is white,
terms of French, a lot of people tend to think of France, privileged, and documented, what is my responsibility
although there are several countries in Africa, as well as when acquiring a language as racially, socially, and
Canada, that speak French. Then Spanish gets associated politically freighted as Spanish? I often struggle with
predominantly in the U.S. with Mexico, so there’s a racial discomfort when using Spanish out in the world. Often,
aspect at play.” This isn’t an unreasonable association using Spanish in conversation with native speakers
— according to the Pew Research Center, 63% of the sparks instant connection and sometimes visibly puts at
Latinx population is of Mexican origin; in California, ease speakers who are most comfortable using Spanish.
that number jumps to 84%. With the association between I’ve been able to connect with people in ways I never
Spanish and Mexican-ness, Spanish becomes saddled thought possible, just by making the effort to speak with
with racist attitudes towards Mexicans: “People now them in their native language. When I worked retail
associate Spanish more with Mexico, and that has its two summers ago, Spanish-speaking customers who
own racial and socioeconomic connotations.” Behind struggled to articulate themselves in English seemed to
languages, Carr reminds us, are speakers, and racist immediately sigh in relief once they realized they could
attitudes towards communities of speakers are often freely express themselves in Spanish with me.
transposed onto languages themselves.
However, not every exchange I have in Spanish
Carr introduces a thought experiment to explain: “If is positive — and understandably. There have been
Mexico had been France, and all Mexicans spoke French instances in which I fear I have unintentionally offended
but looked the same and had the same socioeconomic native Spanish speakers by attempting to converse with
status and everything was the same, but it was just the them in Spanish. This is an experience Carr, who is also a
language, then we would just remap [negative attitudes] white non-native Spanish speaker like me, has also dealt
onto French. It’s really frustrating because people don’t with. “I’ve seen situations where Spanish speakers get
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offended; I’ve had people even say to
me, ‘Why are you speaking Spanish to
me? I speak English.’ So it’s important to
be careful and not lead people to assume
that you are disrespecting kept me from
using Spanish in public.” Perhaps an
even greater personal barrier for me
has been the creeping feeling that, as
a white non-native-speaking person
entering Spanish-speaking spaces, I am
not only an intruder, but an invader — a
kind of imperialist. Carr assures me that
discomfort can actually be a good thing.
“The way you sometimes can feel
intrusive or, like you said, imperialist
— I think that’s good, actually. That’s
healthy,” she imparts. “It’s important
that we recognize our privilege that
we’re learning this language and we’re
white people and we’re learning it
at this prestigious university and we
have access to classes and time to be
learning this language. It doesn’t feel
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good — it feels uncomfortable — but I
think it’s also really good to recognize
that.” Acknowledging our privilege is
inherently uncomfortable, but figuring
out how to wield our privilege for good
is crucial.
Of course, that doesn’t mitigate the
discomfort I still sometimes feel speaking
my learned, ever-evolving Spanish in
public, whether it is the fear of making
a grammatical error, forgetting a word,
or even offending someone. But keeping
my privilege at the forefront of my
mind does help put my discomfort into
perspective. Carr says it best: “I’ve been
there, where it’s uncomfortable, you get
embarrassed if you make a mistake, and
it can be stressful and anxiety-inducing.
However, that is nothing in comparison
to what people who speak Spanish as
a first language face when they are out
and about speaking Spanish. We might
feel uncomfortable for one moment, but

when we leave it’s all over. Whereas
for other people, there are very severe
consequences when they speak Spanish
a lot of times, up until violence.”
So what can be done not only to
support the Spanish language, but to
support Spanish speakers in the United
States? Carr has a few suggestions, the
first of which is an exciting and emerging
subfield of social justice. According to the
grassroots collective Antena, language
justice is the idea that everyone has the
right to communicate in the language in
which they feel most comfortable, as well
as the right everyone has to understand
and be understood. Language, Carr
says, can act as a gatekeeper, a tool of
inclusion or exclusion.
In her research, Carr found that
the language used within the linguistic
landscape of a community can physically
keep certain people out. From her field
interviews, Spanish speakers described

how they felt less inclined to enter a store if there
was no Spanish signage visible. Poor translations
she found communicated immediate disrespect to
readers. Some signs were targeted at certain speakers
in particular — a KEEP OUT sign, for example,
translated only into Spanish. After speaking to Spanish
speakers in majority Spanishspeaking communities in Los
Angeles, Carr found residents
overwhelmingly
wanted
Spanish to be presented and
treated equally to English.
This is simply an issue of
access, visibility, and inclusion
— language is the vehicle.
Language justice, then, is the
solution.
So how do I enact
language justice in my own
life? I can support language
justice organizations like
Antena, which uses writing
and artistic practice to create
multilingual
spaces
and
communities. I can check
in with Spanish speakers I
encounter to see if they’d
feel
more
comfortable
speaking Spanish or English
with me. And, perhaps most
unexpectedly radical of all,
Carr recommends we simply
speak Spanish more.
“In general, we just need
to use Spanish more,” Carr
says. “What this does is help
normalize it because right now,
when people hear a language
that isn’t English, that isn’t
the ‘default,’ it’s a surprise,
it’s shocking. The more that
we use [Spanish] and the
more that other people hear
it — especially from people
that don’t phenotypically or
racially look like what they
would expect — people are
going to understand that this
is a valuable thing, and that it’s very valuable to be
bilingual.” This concept has been referred to by Román
Luján as language solidarity.
Carr’s advice is a stark reminder of the inextricably
of Spanish from phenotype, from race. Her words echo
in my head: “It’s about the people; it’s not about the
language.” And yet the two are so interconnected — a

language can only live through its speakers. Respecting
a language means respecting its speakers; valuing a
language means valuing its speakers; loving a language
requires honoring, defending, and supporting those
that speak it. Spanish is undeniably encumbered by
an undue racial, socioeconomic, and political burden;

there seems to be a new, horrifying video of a white
person berating a Spanish speaker circulating around
my feed every day. Protecting Spanish in the United
States requires protecting Spanish speakers — actively,
publicly, and authentically. I suppose this is my own
small burden as a Spanish learner, but it’s one that I
have to demand of my privileged self. Pa’lante. ◌
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